
Jim Challenger is a prototypical entrepreneurial 

success story, with a twist. In his 20s, he started a 

software company from scratch, employing more 

than a hundred and serving the biggest brands in

the world. Jim’s “exit event” in 2000 left him with a 

nest egg and the mental space to kick back and 

relax. Seeking an outlet for his creative drive, Jim 

started baking bread.
 
Jim thrived on the combination of art and science needed to 
bake wonderful sourdough bread. He tinkered. He experimented. 
He read the best books. He sought advice from bread bakers 
around the globe. Jim got pretty damn good at baking bread.
But a problem gnawed on him. He couldn’t find bakeware that 
delivered the right combination of heat and steam in his home 
oven to deliver the perfect loaf.

So, Jim did what all great inventors do. He created his own bake- 
ware by developing the Challenger Bread Pan from cast iron. It 
worked perfectly! Jim shared his invention and his bread creations 
with several of his fellow bread-baking aficionados. In very little 
time, he attracted nearly 12,000 followers on Instagram, and they 
demanded he make the pan for them, too. 

The Man, 
His Pan and 
Their Plan

@challengerbreadware



After 20 years of retirement, Jim and his wife Lisa are on a new 
mission. They founded Challenger Breadware, sourced manu-
facturing in the USA, set up a lifestyle-oriented e-commerce site, 
and now have more than 3,000 home bakers from around the 
world already asking to buy the pan.  

The Challenger Bread Pan is an elegant solution for home bakers, 
small bakeries and restaurants wanting to create flavorful bread 
from conventional ovens. The flat, black cast iron base, measuring 
15.4” by 10.2” (290mm by 260mm), is designed for the baker to 
easily load the dough. Each pan can accommodate a single boule 
or bâtard, or two demi-baguettes. Its cast iron dome cover fits 
snugly over the base, trapping the steam needed for moist 
interiors (the magical crumb) and crisp crusts. With the dome 
having 5” (127mm) internal clearance, the Challenger Bread Pan 
creates large, beautiful loaves every time. Unlike ceramic bread 
bakers, our pan is unbreakable.

Challenger Breadware is sharing initial production units this 
summer with press, influencers and close friends. Early e-com-
merce orders are being accepted now for worldwide fulfillment. 
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“
There’s nothing on the market quite like 

Jim’s bread pan. Home bread makers can 

now bake the perfect loaf using their 

everyday ovens.

Kristen @fullproofbaking, sourdough bread baker,

recipe developer and Instagram influencer

@challengerbreadware


